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Abstract
Weathering indices quantify the release of mobile elements from source units of soils and sediments. They have been employed in geosciences for more than three decades, but their performance in sedimentary archives can still be improved by deciphering other forcing factors than climatic. From the most common alkali and alkaline earth metals included in the weathering indices, K seems to be most suitable for deciphering paleoclimate records of temperate to subtropical non-arid climates, assuming the interpretation respects the complex of controlling factors on sediment geochemistry. As a case study, normalised K concentrations in siliciclastic sediments of the Most Basin (Miocene period, central Europe) are revisited here and variations compared with modern fluvially transported solids. Existing knowledge on manifold controls of K concentrations in sediments is summarised and used to propose list of possible controlling factors, in particular Al/Si and Zr/Rb as grain-size proxies, Ti/Al as provenance proxy relevant for K concentration in parent rocks,
and K/Rb as a measure for possible effects of metasomatism. The K/Al or K/Ti element ratios may be efficient in chemostratigraphic correlations in siliciclastic basins and efficient proxies for chemical weathering in the source area. The proposals in this work should stimulate future studies to overcome the underrepresentation of continental sediments in paleoclimate reconstructions.
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1. Introduction

Most climate reconstructions of the Cenozoic period are based on marine sediments with major biogenic components (Zachos et al., 2001; De Vleeschouwer et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2017), while continental siliciclastic (detrital) sedimentary archives have been used less frequently (Abels et al., 2010; 2013, Valero et al., 2014, 2017, Sun et al., 2015). Currently, continental archives seem underrepresented in climate reconstructions, although they could overcome a problem like a widespread hiatus in marine sediments from the periods tightly preceding the Miocene Climatic Optimum (MCO) (Miller et al., 2017), which hinders correlation of existing sedimentary records, dating of the MCO triggers, and their identification. The continental archives of the MCO are, however, rare (Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017b; Sun et al., 2015). The use of normalised K concentrations in fine siliciclastic sediments represent an opportunity for broader future use of continental sediments.

The variations in K in the sediment profiles may be governed by several mechanisms. In sediments with substantial contribution of biogenic components, raw K concentration, $^{40}$K gamma activity (Baumgarten et al., 2015), or K concentrations relative to Ca or Si (i.e., geochemically normalised K concentrations) may be robust proxies for the variable proportion of detrital and autochthonous components (Abels et al., 2005; Stockhecke et al., 2014; Kwiecien et al., 2015). There are cases where the proportions of detrital and biogenic components based on K variations were climatically controlled and exhibited orbital forcing (Abels et al., 2005; Baumgarten et al., 2015). Variations in K concentrations in the detrital components may, however, bear even subtler information.

In predominantly siliciclastic sediments, the K concentrations may be controlled by chemical weathering intensity in the sediment source area, with weathering products being progressively depleted in K (Gaillardet et al., 1999). In traditional chemical weathering proxies, such as Chemical Index of Alteration (CIA) introduced in 1980s (weathering proxies have recently been overviewed by Guo et al., 2018), the release of a sum of certain mobile
ions (Na, K, Mg, and Ca) from solids is quantified by their proportion to immobile elements. Gaillardet et al. (1999) introduced weathering (mobility) indices $\alpha$ as the ratios of a single mobile element (Mg, Ca, Na, Sr, K, and Ba) to a specific non-mobile element with similar magmatic compatibility (Al, Ti, Sm, Nd, Th, and Th, respectively) in the sample and the upper continental crust (UCC). Garzanti et al. (2013) modified that original definition by choosing Al as a normalising element for all mobile ions, as Al is more suitable for grain-size correction than elements present mainly in heavy minerals. The modified $\alpha$ index for K is the ratio of Al/K in the examined sediment according to Garzanti et al. (2013) thus is:

$$\alpha_{Al}^{K} = \frac{(Al/K)}{(Al/K)_{UCC}}$$

Among the mobile cations, Mg and in particular Ca are too readily incorporated in autochthonous and diagenetic carbonates, which can blur or overwrite the original weathering signature in the clastic components. These carbonates may be removed by acid leaching before the analysis that is tiresome and might be a problem for more stable carbonates such as siderite and less stable detrital components such as smectite. In contrast, Na is too easily released by chemical weathering and thus its concentration in mature sediments is mainly grain-size controlled (it is only present in coarser particles of primary minerals, Bouchez et al., 2011; von Eynatten et al., 2016). The concentration of the less mobile K, usually in geochemically normalised form such as the K/Al ratio, could thus provide the most straightforward weathering proxy under temperate to warm climates, as it was demonstrated for marine sediments deposited close to river estuaries (Clift et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2018), continental foreland basins (Vögeli et al., 2017), continental basins in semiarid climates (Foerster et al., 2015, 2018), and freshwater lakes (Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017a, 2017b). The K concentrations in sediment profiles, covering sufficiently long time interval, may exhibit orbital signatures, which prove their climatic control (Colin et al., 2014; Foerster et al., 2015, 2018; Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017a, 2017b, 2019).
Why has K-chemostratigraphy not yet been added to a conventional arsenal of paleoclimate proxies for continental settings? The reason is in the overlap of factors controlling K concentration in sediments. (1) The geochemical composition of mature sediment is mainly driven by the interplay between sediment grain size (sorting) and provenance (Fralick and Kronberg, 1997; Bouchez et al., 2011; Garzanti et al., 2011; Tanaka and Watanabe, 2015; Garzanti and Resentini, 2016; von Eynatten et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018). Their correct handling is not trivial and needs further research and testing. (2) In hydrologically closed lacustrine or palustrine environments, the main mechanism controlling K concentrations may be the neo-formation of K-carriers in sediments in contact with pore waters mineralised during prolonged droughts (Foerster et al., 2015), in particular formation of analcime, illite, and feldspars from dissolved K⁺, kaolinite and other clay minerals (Larsen, 2008; Kříbek et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2018). This mechanism is thermodynamically analogous to “retrograde” clay mineral formation in the marine environment (Cuadros et al., 2017) and basinal brines (van den Kamp, 2016). (3) Fine (clayey) siliciclastic sediments may undergo K-metasomatism, either in basinal brines rich in K⁺, or in closed systems in which fine clastic deposits alternate with arkosic beds and are subjected to K⁺ migration and retrograde reactions in the circulating pore water (van den Kamp, 2016). All those controlling factors might be perceived as creating a too complex interplay which makes the interpretation of K concentrations in terms of past climate equivocal.

Geochemistry offers several inter-element relationships that could reveal possible non-climatic controls of K concentrations (e.g., Bouchez et al., 2011; van den Kamp, 2016; Xu et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2018). The aim of this paper is to outline how to evaluate the element-controlling factors driving K concentrations in sedimentary archives to isolate desired paleoclimatic signals. Our work is based on comparison of chemical composition of lacustrine sediments of the Most Basin (the Czech Republic, Miocene age, Fig. 1). with
modern fluvial sediments, discussion of the grain-size control on sediment composition, and evaluation of possible risks in the K-concentration use in sedimentary archives. We propose a checklist of factors, which could facilitate broader use of normalised K concentrations in paleoenvironmental and stratigraphic studies in the continental realm.

2. Settings

This paper revisits the geochemical composition of the Most Basin lacustrine deposits, on which details were published by Matys Grygar and Mach (2013) and Matys Grygar et al. (2014, 2017a, 2017b). The Most Basin (Fig. 1), a part of the Ohře Rift, was denoted as an incipient rift by Rajchl et al. (2009). The Ohře Rift (also referred to as the Eger Graben, Eger Rift, or Ohře Graben) was developed within the European Cenozoic Rift System (Dèzes et al., 2004; Ulrych et al., 2011) as a part of the Alpine orogenesis. Its Early Miocene subsidence was nonetheless not coeval with tectonic movement in other basins in that rift system (Ulrych et al., 2011). Fine sediments addressed in this paper originated from the central and NW part of a half-graben structure with the preserved area of 873 km². The Most Basin catchment was subjected to humid temperate climate with mean annual precipitation of 800-1300 mm, mean annual temperature 14-19 °C, and the coldest month with mean temperature around the freezing point (Teodoridis and Kvaček, 2015), i.e., by ca. 10 °C warmer and by ca. 50 % higher precipitation than today. It promoted intense chemical weathering in the basin source areas. The Most Basin paleolake was hydrologically open (overfilled). The sediments studied here thus do not contain chemogenic components typical for hardwater lakes or palustrine environment, in contrast to the neighbouring Cheb-Sokolov Basin within the same graben, which has abundant calcium carbonates and gypsum and neo-formed K-bearing minerals (Kříbek et al., 2017).

The lacustrine siliciclastic deposits of the Most Basin (Libkvice, Lom, and Osek members) are monotonous grey silty clays with no lithological changes apparent under visual
examination. That uniformity hampered a definition of stratigraphic units in the Most Basin during more than half century of intense coal prospections in the Czech Republic. The Most Basin deposits are distinct from deposits of ephemeral lakes, such as those in Mediterranean Cenozoic basins or other heterogeneous sequences with facies alteration that might partly result from autogenic cycles (discussion in Alonso-Zarza et al., 2012) or diagenesis (discussion in Martínez-Braceras et al., 2017). The Most Basin sediments are thus suitable for a study of the element relationships in siliciclastic sediments. Geochemically normalised K concentrations in the Most Basin lacustrine sediments (K/Ti or K/Al ratios) have indeed provided robust stratigraphic correlations at a basin scale (Matys Grygar and Mach, 2013; Matys Grygar et al., 2017a, 2017b). Normalised K variations in the Libkvice Member exhibit orbital control, which together with magnetic polarity analysis produced an age model for the studied lacustrine sequence (Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017b, 2019). Geochemical analysis allowed defining criteria to distinguish local stratigraphic units (Fig. 2), of which spatial distribution and lithological features are consistent with the development of the Most Basin after the end of the main coal seam formation (Mach et al., 2014).

The source area of the Most Basin sediments included crystalline and sedimentary rocks from an extensive catchment south of the basin (Mach et al., 2014), with a certain contribution from remnants of outcropping Oligocene mafic lavas (Ulrych et al., 2002) formed mainly in the pre-rift and early rift phases (Rajchl et al., 2009; Ulrych et al., 2011).

3. Methods and datasets

The Most Basin sediments were sampled from drill cores, dried under ambient conditions, ground in a planetary mill (Pulverisette, Fritsch), and analysed by energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometers MiniPAL4 or Epsilon 3X (PAnalytical), as described by Matys Grygar et al. (2014, 2017a, 2017b). Spectra acquisition was optimised to obtain reliable signals also for light elements, such as Al and Si. Calibration was performed using
certified reference materials (NIST numbers 1646a, 2702, 2704, and 2711a by NIST, USA, CTA FFA-1 by Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw, Poland, and Metranal numbers 31 and 34 by Analytika, Prague, Czech Republic). The samples were analysed as loose powders, which may produce textural effects on the analytical signals. Similarly, as in XRF analysis by core scanners, expression of the results as element ratios decreases such texture effects and noise (Abels et al., 2005; Hennekam and de Lange, 2012; Wilhelms-Dick et al., 2012; Colin et al., 2014).

Compositional datasets HK591 core were already used in previous papers (Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017a, 2017b) while DO565 and LB432 cores were analysed newly. In this work, we evaluate the geochemical mechanisms behind variations in their K concentration in a generally applicable manner. The Most Basin data processing is supported by comparison with datasets on recent sediments published by other authors, in particular the composition of current solids transported by the Amazon River (Bouchez et al., 2011) and by the Ganga-Brahmaputra river system (Garzanti et al., 2011). Sediment, bedload, and suspended load of those modern rivers are evaluated jointly. The quoted recent river systems carry sediments from sufficiently large catchments to level possible local geochemical anomalies. They can thus be considered to represent the upper continental crust subjected to chemical weathering and then to repeated fluvial sorting.

Spectral analysis (identification of orbital signatures) was performed as described by Matys Grygar et al. (2017a, 2017b, 2019). The long-term trends were removed from the data to make the mean and the variance of the analysed signal stationary. The spectral analyses were then performed on the detrended data using the multi-taper method, using three 2π-tapers (Thomson, 1982, 1990). The confidence levels were then calculated using the LOWSPEC method (Meyers, 2012). The method first consists in pre-whitening the analysed series by removing the red-noise background from the time series. Then, a new spectral back-ground is fitted to the pre-whitened spectrum and the confidence levels are
extrapolated assuming a chi-squared distribution. Taner filters were then used to isolate frequency bands of interest in the spectra (Taner, 2003).

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Inter-element relationships in Most Basin sediments

Grain-size proxies are necessary for evaluation of the Most Basin sediments because their direct granulometric analysis is prevented by their compaction and the presence of >5 % siderite. We preferred not to remove siderite and organic matter by chemical leaching because this treatment could damage the finest clay minerals, such as smectites abundant in the Most Basin deposits.

The interrelation of Al/Si and Zr/Rb ratios, two grain-size proxies broadly applicable to fine sediments (Chen et al., 2006; Bouchez et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018) is shown in Fig. 3. The Most Basin compositions plot similarly in Fig. 3B as reference datasets that shows broad applicability of those proxies for mature sediments. Zr/Rb is much larger in coarser (silty) sediments, while in (clayey) finer deposits, this ratio decreases below that in the UCC, because most Zr in sediments is carried by zircons (ZrSiO₄), whose crystal size belongs typically to coarse silt-finest sand size fractions (Fralick and Kronberg, 1997; Gärtner et al., 2013). The distribution of Rb, as well as K, in grain-size fractions depends on sediment maturity. Both elements are nearly equally distributed in all grain sizes in immature sediments (von Eynatten et al., 2016; Matys Grygar et al., 2018), but in mature sediments, both elements are carried mainly by clay minerals in the finest fraction. The steep increase in Zr/Rb towards coarser particles (Fig. 3, note logarithmic scale in y-axis) is typical for mature sediments mostly composed of silt and clay with negligible Rb carried by coarser particles. Fig. 3B proves the major grain-size control on Al, Si, Rb, and Zr, with no
“unsupported” elements such as autochthonous (e.g., biogenic) silica, which would have plot left of the major groups of points in Fig. 3B.

The major controls over Al and Si concentrations in the Most Basin are shown in Al vs. Si scatter plot in Fig. 4A. The autochthonous components in the Most Basin sediments, such as siderite in lacustrine clays or organic matter in coaly clays, “dilute” equally Al and Si and thus shift their compositional data towards the origin point (0,0) in Fig. 4A. When the percentage of siderite is subtracted from the composition, the Al and Si concentrations in the remaining (carbonate-free) portion of the sediments are mainly controlled by the quartz content and clay assemblage (Fig. 4B). Al/Si ratio decreases in the order of quartz < K-feldspar < illite < smectite < kaolinite. The comparison shows that Al/Si will not only act as a grain-size proxy but will also reflect Al/Si ratios in individual clay minerals. This effect will inevitably be more prominent in the finest sediments with a low quartz concentration. Nevertheless, Al is probably the best proxy for the content of finest size fractions in mature siliciclastic sediments.

The dependence of Ti/Al on Al/Si in the Most Basin sediments is shown in Fig. 5A. Ti/Al shows similar grain-size control in all examined datasets, including reference ones (Fig. 5B). Although both Al and Ti are considered conservative elements, i.e., rather immobile in weathering crust, the comparison of Ti/Al in sediments with Ti/Al in the UCC must respect segregation of those elements on weathering and transport (Rudnick and Gao, 2003). Titanium carriers are rather quickly released from parent rocks to finely particulate solid weathering products (Young and Nesbitt, 1998; Fralick and Kronberg, 1997), but Ti<sup>4+</sup> solubility in soil profiles is lower than that of Al<sup>3+</sup>, Fe<sup>3+</sup>, and H<sub>4</sub>SiO<sub>4</sub> and Ti thus do not readily form the finest nanoparticles. In fine sediments (silt-clay mixtures) of the Most Basin and the Amazon River, the Ti/Al ratio indeed gently decreases with increasing Al/Si (Fig. 5B). Consistent with that is the use of Ti/Al as grain-size proxy in distal marine sediments (Zabel et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2018), with Ti/Al elevated in coarser (silty) sediments compared to
The Ti/Al ratios in sediments cannot be attributed exclusively to grain size because the Ti content in various rocks is quite variable, with considerably greater values in mafic rocks (Young and Nesbitt, 1998), mafic rocks are also Ti-rich in the Most Basin (Ulrych et al., 2002; Matys Grygar et al., 2016). Indeed, the values of Ti/Al in the Most Basin are elevated compared to those from the Amazon and Ganga-Brahmaputra rivers (Fig. 5B). Therefore, a certain part of Ti/Al variations in the Most Basin could also reflect some provenance control. Anyway, Ti/Al could only serve as a proxy for grain size if the sediment provenance is invariant.

The grain-size control on K concentrations depends substantially on the actual minerals carrying K. In mature sediments, the K concentration should be lower than that in the UCC and Al-normalised K concentrations should be gently decreasing with increasing Al/Si ratio due to K progressive leaching under maturation of clay minerals from illite via smectite to kaolinite. That gentle decrease is indeed observed in the Amazon River and the Most Basin sediments (Fig. 6). A clear provenance control is obvious from contrasting K/Al values in the Solimões and the Madeira rivers, the Amazon tributaries (Fig. 6B).

While normalisation of mobile element concentrations by Al is most common in weathering indices (Garzanti et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2018), Ti normalisation was found to be better performing in the Most Basin chemostratigraphic correlations (Matys Grygar and Mach, 2013). Both Al and Ti will correct the element composition for varying concentrations of diluting components and suppress the texture effects in XRF. Titanium-normalised K concentrations in the Most Basin sediment increase with Al/Si as in the solids transported by the Amazon River, with that trend in the Most Basin being steeper (Fig. 7). The K/Al and K/Ti ratios in sedimentary record will show different sensitivity to provenance variations (Ti variations) and also different secondary “grain-size effect”, i.e., opposite change of K/Al and K/Ti in very fine sediments. As a consequence of the latter, K/Al is gently decreasing (Fig. 6B) and K/Ti is gently increasing with increasing Al/Si in the Amazon River sediments with
Al/Si > 0.3 (Fig. 7B). The performance of Al and Ti for normalisation of K should thus be tested empirically in any novel particular case study. Perhaps another normalising element(s) could be employed, because Ti may show provenance control and Al analysis may not feasible or reliable, such as in the use of XRF scanners, for which the determination of light elements including Al is a challenge (Hennekam and Lange, 2012).

4.2 Orbital signatures in individual element ratios in the Most Basin sediments

The lacustrine Most Basin deposits were accumulated for 1.8 My (Matys Grygar et al., 2017b, 2019), which was sufficiently long to expect they recorded orbital forcing in their chemical composition, in particular in chemical weathering proxies. Expression of individual orbital cycles in individual element proxies in one of the cores from the Most Basin, discussed in section 4.1, is shown in Fig. 8. The assignment of frequencies to orbital cycles includes knowledge of the mean deposition rate which is estimated as 18-19 cm/kyr in the upper part of HK591 drill core (Matys Grygar et al., 2014, 2017b). Individual element ratios show variability with a frequency compatible with those of obliquity (O, ca. 41 kyr), precession (P, ca. 20 kyr), and the first harmonics of precession called half-precession (HP) (Fig. 8). The signal of short eccentricity (e) is missing in the studied upper half of HK591, because in this period the eccentricity was persistently high and showed low variability in that particular time interval, as it is known from the astronomical solution by Laskar et al. (2004), and also because the analysed interval covered only 4 short eccentricity cycles.

In the analysed part of HK591, the grain-size proxies Al/Si and Zr/Rb mostly reflect the O periodicity (Fig. 8, major wavelength 8.22 m after division by mean sedimentation rate corresponds to 44 kyr), while P signal is weaker. The mixed provenance- and the grain-size proxy Ti/Al shows O and P signals of similar (weak) power as Al/Si. Chemical weathering proxies K, K/Al, and K/Ti show mainly P signal and less O signal, all with powers considerably exceeding those of the grain size proxies. The K normalisation by Ti shows better
performance in suppressing “noise” in the power spectra (Fig. 8). Varying weights of orbital cycles in individual element ratios can be attributed to different physical mechanisms by which the orbital cycles affect individual components of the sediment production, delivery, and deposition in the Most Basin floor.

Distinct expression of orbital signals in grain-size and weathering proxies documents their partial independence and larger power of the raw and normalised K concentrations compared to the Al/Si, Zr/Rb, and Ti/Al ratios in the Most Basin demonstrates the K variations are not primarily controlled by grain size nor provenance. Contrarily to those findings, very similar element patterns and spectrograms were found by Zabel et al. (2001) for K/Al, Ti/Al, and Zr/Al and Colin et al. (2014) for Si/Al, K/Al, Ti/Al, and clay mineral ratios in African offshore marine sediments, probably because all those factors were mostly controlled by their variable grain size. The major grain-size control does not allow simple interpretation of weathering intensity in terms of humidity.

4.3 Checklist for interpretation of K concentrations in sediments

The preceding sections (4.1 and 4.2) can be converted to checklist or a sequence of steps that should be applied if K concentrations in siliciclastic sediments are considered as a possible paleoclimate record.

Step 1: a grain-size proxy must be established, because it can control the sediment composition (Bouchez et al., 2011; Tanaka and Watanabe, 2015; Matys Grygar and Popelka, 2016). A grain size proxy is essential for most subsequent steps in this checklist. To use conventional Al/Si, the possible presence of biogenic or chemogenic silica must be excluded. The presence of biogenic structures may be examined by microscopy (Xu et al., 2018). Biogenic silica would cause specific departures to the left from the hyperbolic trajectory in Zr/Rb vs. Al/Si plots (Fig. 3) and to the top from the quartz-kaolinite line in Fig.
4B. If biogenic silica is present, Zr/Rb or sometimes Ti/Al (Xu et al., 2018) may substitute for Al/Si in silt-clay mixtures.

Step 2: the grain-size control on Ti/Al should be examined, as it may help to reveal a geological provenance control. In mature sediments, a single trajectory of Ti/Al against the grain-size proxy, typically a flat dependence with a final gentle decrease in the finest sediments, could indicate the grain-size control on the Ti concentration (Zabel et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2018). Scatter or other distinct patterns in Ti concentrations or concentration ratios could indicate provenance variability (Young and Nesbitt, 1998; Matys Grygar et al., 2016) or very low sediment maturity, which both would make any weathering proxy equivocal. This work does not include a review of a broad suite of other provenance tracers, but whatever of them may meet the requirements of this step.

Step 3: the grain-size control on K must be examined. A single trajectory of K/Al gently decreasing with sediment fining (data in Bouchez et al., 2011; Garzanti et al., 2013; Guo et al., 2018) could indicate prevalent grain-size control over sediment composition, such as in data by Zabel et al. (2001) and Colin et al. (2014). Exclusive grain-size control of chemical composition could also reflect climate changes, but would devaluate weathering indices.

Vice versa, scattered K/Al independent on grain size and stronger power of orbital signals in K concentrations than in the grain-size proxies, as what is actually obtained in the Most Basin (Fig. 6), can confirm the desired climatic content of K-based weathering index.

Step 4: the relationship between K and Rb should be examined, e.g., as scatter plots of K/Rb vs. a grain-size proxy (Fig. 9A). If the K/Rb ratio is not stable and tends to be larger than that in the UCC, post-sedimentary enrichment by K (metasomatism) could have acted (van den Kamp, 2016). The impact of metasomatism was also evaluated using A-CN-K plots (Fedo et al., 1995, also used by Zhao et al., 2018), microscopic examination of clay mineral particles to distinguish their detrital and autochthonous origin (Martínez-Braceras et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017), and mineral (micro)analysis (Kříbek et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2018) to
identify possible neo-formed K-rich phases. The K/Rb 100-200, i.e., lower than in the UCC, and its gentle decrease with the sediment fining from silt to clay (cf. Fig. 9B), can be due to preferential leaching of K over Rb during weathering (Gaillardet et al., 1999; Garzanti et al., 2013; Clift et al., 2014; Tanaka and Watanabe, 2015). In evaluation of K/Rb ratio in sediments, sediment provenance must also be considered, as, e.g., granitic rocks are specific (Tanaka and Watanabe, 2015).

Step 5: suitable normalisation element for depth profiles of K concentration should be selected to correct for varying dilution effects and grain-size control, such as Al and Ti with only minor (and opposite) secondary grain-size control by Al/Si (cf. Fig. 6B and Fig. 7B). The normalisation element must be insoluble during weathering and transport from the sediment source area and show similar grain size preference as K, that is not the case of elements carried mainly by heavy minerals. Performance of the normalisation element must be verified empirically, e.g., as shown in subsequent steps of this list. Both Al and Ti concentrations may reflect sediment provenance. In the case study by Zhao et al. (2018), K/Al was not particularly sensitive to provenance change, while opposite was valid in the above discussed example of the Amazon River tributaries. There no need to always eliminate the provenance control from compositional data analysis, because switching between sediment source areas (geographical provenances) may actually represent one of possible climate-recording mechanisms (Colin et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2018), but then K concentrations lost their weathering intensity content.

Step 6: the “lateral stability” (spatial invariance) of the normalised K concentrations in sediments should be tested. Well-performing paleoclimate proxy must show lateral stability from basin centre to periphery or among individual depocentres as in the Most Basin (Matys Grygar and Mach, 2013; Matys Grygar et al., 2017a, 2017b). Insight into the basin architecture is here equally important as in distinguishing eustatic sea-level patterns from other controlling factors in near-shore marine basins (Uličný et al., 2009). Autogenic cycles
in basin filling or local tectonics (Alonso-Zarza et al., 2012; Valero et al., 2017) would result in lateral instability of weathering signals and their devaluation.

Step 7: independent test of climatic controls. Spectral analysis should be performed in chemical depth profiles in siliciclastic sediments, if these records cover sufficiently long time interval (Fig. 8). The climate content of weathering indices can be verified by their comparison with global climatic curves (Clift et al., 2014; Matys Grygar et al., 2017b, 2019), which can also be applied to sediment series covering shorter time intervals, such as recent centuries to millennia (Bábek et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2018).

4.4 Limits of weathering indices

The composition of continental and continent-derived sediments reflects the interplay between geology, paleotopography, and precipitation patterns, which in turn controls the sediment source area and sediment transport paths in a site-specific interplay (Colin et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2018). Those factors are not known for the more remote past. The most relevant mechanisms acting here are slow rate of chemical weathering, sediment recycling, and sorting of sediment components on transport. While Pleistocene interglacials and interstadials (millennial timescale) are clearly discernible in soil and sediment geochemistry and mineralogy even in the cold to temperate climate (Bábek et al., 2011; Hošek et al., 2015), the Younger Dryas (centennial timescale) may not be recorded (Zhao et al., 2018). If short climatic events are present in sediment geochemistry and mineralogy, they likely result from changed provenance and transport paths rather than climate itself. The acquisition of climate signal is also affected by source area topography. Steep terrains can produce less mature sediments than expected (Garzanti and Resentini, 2016; von Eynatten et al., 2016). Vice versa, repeated recycling and weathering in flat areas enhance sediment maturation (Gaillardet et al., 1999; Zhao et al., 2018). The transport of sediments may result in hydrodynamic sorting of sediment components, such as larger particles of kaolinite and illite and smaller particles of smectite and illite/smectite (Martínez-Braceras et al., 2018).
The finest particles may be selectively removed from deposits subjected even to slow currents after deposition. The sorting effects could be revealed by grain size control over the entire chemical composition of sediments and by their lateral chemical heterogeneity in the studied basin.

Other mobile elements than K may also be suitable for weathering indices. Gaillardet et al. (1999) showed that potassium is not much depleted in weathering products formed in areas with mean annual temperature lower than ca. 10 °C. For cold or arid climates, Na concentration in fine sand or silt fractions could then be tested. Indeed, Na and non-carbonate Ca reflected climate drying from the Miocene via Pliocene to Pleistocene in the loess/soils in the China Loess Plateau, while K concentration was nearly constant there (Liang et al., 2009). In tropical climate of Angola, equatorial coast of Africa, Mg concentration in fluvial muds show correlation with average annual precipitation, as follows from data published by Dinis et al. (2017). The same principles as in the checklist for K should, however be valid for any other mobile element. The topic of weathering indices in sedimentary records is thus definitely not exhausted.

5. Conclusion

The element geochemistry of siliciclastic continental sediments mostly composed of clay- and silt-sized particles results from an interplay between several controlling factors, of which the complete deciphering for ancient depositional environments may not be possible. One of the factors controlling the K concentration in mature sediments is, however, chemical weathering intensity in the sediment source area. We showed how to evaluate the grain-size and provenance controls of K concentrations and their possible post-depositional alteration, all being attainable by geochemical normalisation. After performing those steps, the K concentration may provide a signal related to chemical weathering intensity, which has a potential to record the paleoclimate. If the interplay of
factors behind K concentrations cannot be deciphered, the climatic content in K concentrations cannot be extracted. Even in such case, K-stratigraphy can provide an intrabasin chemostratigraphic correlation and allow for identification of orbital pacing in sufficiently long records, which can be optimised by proper geochemical normalisation. For sediments produced other climates than dealt with in our work, under which K was insufficiently mobile or too mobile, attention could be focused on other ions such as Na or Mg, but the same factors as those controlling the K concentrations should be considered.
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Fig. 1. Map of the Most Basin with position of studied cores.

Fig. 2. Lithology and chemostratigraphic markers in the siliciclastic sediments above the Main Coal Seam if the Most Basin (A), their environmental assignment (B) and local stratigraphic scheme (C).

Fig. 3. Indirect proportionality of grain-size proxies in the Most Basin (A) and their comparison with reference data (B). Note logarithmic scale in y axis.

Fig. 4. Plot of Al vs. Si in the Most Basin raw data (A) and data after subtraction of siderite percentage calculated from Fe content (B). The main drivers of Al vs. Si are grain size and composition of clay mineral assemblage.

Fig. 5. Plot of Ti/Al vs. Al/Si in the Most Basin (A) and their comparison with reference data (B). All datasets show Ti/Al enrichment with respect to UCC (Rudnick and Gao, 2003) for Al/Si <0.3 and Ti/Al decline at Al/Si >0.3, particularly pronounced in the Most Basin sediments.

Fig. 6. Plot of K/Al vs. Al/Si in the Most Basin (A) and their comparison with reference data (B). K/Al plot vs. Al/Si shows scatter for the Most Basin sediments and lack of grain size control (A). The Most Basin sediments and finer Amazon River sediments show K depletion in finer fractions compared to UCC according to Rudnick and Gao (2003) (B).

Fig. 7. Plot of K/Ti vs. Al/Si in the Most Basin (A) and their comparison with reference data (B). The Most Basin sediments have elevated Ti concentration and correspondingly decreased K/Ti relative to reference sediments.

Fig. 8. Prewhitened $2\pi$-MTM spectra of various geochemical proxies measured in core HK591 core part above C2 bed (its position is shown in Fig. 2) with confidence levels calculated using the LOWSPEC method (Meyers, 2012). Normalisation of K by Al and Ti improves separation of orbital frequencies from noise. Individual element ratios
show specific orbital signatures. The numbers near peaks show wavelength of the identified orbital cycles in metres.

Fig. 9. Plot of K/Rb vs. Al/Si in the Most Basin (A) and their consistence with the reference data (B). Note logarithmic scale in y axis. Gentle decline of K/Rb with growing fineness and kaolinite content is consistent with lower solubility of Rb under chemical weathering. The samples with elevated K/Rb in the Most Basin are those with siderite enrichment.
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